packEDGE™
KEY FEATURES AND BENEFITS
Pre-Configured Processes for
Accelerated implementation







Pre-designed and pre-tested processes
significantly reduces required time for
information gathering, testing, and
configuration—reducing implementation
activities, time and cost
Flexible model that can incorporate
expanded requirements
Built on the latest release of JD Edwards
EntepriseOne
packEDGE™ includes five pre-built forms
critical for business operations
Pre-defined role definition and role level
security

JD Edwards EnterpriseOne for Industrial
Background

Manufacturing using 9EDGE’s Pre–Configured
Accelerated Configuration Kit (packEDGE™)

INTRODUCTION





packEDGE™ is an accelerated implementation solution using our
pre-configured business processes. This bundled solution follows
recommended and tested industry-wide best practices for each business
process area, with focus on the Industrial Manufacturing industry.

THE CHALLENGE
To have a rapidly implemented, cost effective ERP Solution



Robust Implementation Methodology








Follows 9EDGE’s Result Oriented
Methodology (ROMTM) to ensure timely
project delivery , within budget and with
quality
Pre-designed training and configuration
documentation included





9EDGE employees are trained and
experienced in implementing
packEDGE™.




Customer Satisfaction


Our goal is to build long term
partnerships with our customers,
which is only possible through our
commitment to providing effective
results.

www.9EDGE.co

The implementation of ERP is typically a very long process and requires
dedication and extended time and effort of the business users
The cost of implementing an ERP solution is very high
Valuable in-house team resources are involved for extended periods
Significant team effort required for configuring, testing and training
during ERP implementation
The ROI of an implementation is delayed

THE SOLUTION
packEDGE™ — A JD Edwards Pre-Configured Accelerated ERP
solution for the Industrial Manufacturing industry that incorporates
validated Business Processes based on industry-wide best practices


Skilled and Experienced Specialists

Need an integrated ERP platform with a seamless transaction flow
between your business processes?
Is your business expanding and overdue for an integrated ERP solution?
Looking for a top quality JD Edwards ERP partner?
Want quick ROI for an ERP implementation solution?




packEDGE™ rapidly implements 300+ business processes across
Financials, Distribution and Manufacturing modules in 3 months or less,
depending on the processes required by the business.
packEDGE™ helps in complying to FDA 21 CFR part 11 regulations
packEDGE™ includes some key industrial manufacturing specific
processes:
 Inventory traceability through out the supply chain
 Raw material consumption by first expiry
 Supply chain distribution network planning
 Quality compliance at each level of production
 Supplier performance management
 Product expiry date management and FIFO inventory
movement based on Lot expiry
packEDGE™ is a pre-designed and pre-tested solution
packEDGE™ is bundled and preconfigured to expedite deployment, yet
it is flexible enough to enable additional business requirements.

Together, we have the EDGETM

ADDITIONAL SERVICES


Configuration of additional
Business Processes



Configuration of additional
Companies or facilities



Implementation of additional
Modules



Integration to 3rd party
software



Development of any additional
Forms and Reports



Implementation of any new
functionality

RESULTS DELIVERED





On Time
On Budget Delivery
Pre-agreed Results
Quality

CONTACT US
For more information, please contact us at info@9EDGE.co

ABOUT 9EDGE
Headquartered in Irvine California and with offices in Europe and Mumbai,
9EDGE is a full service IT solutions and consulting firm founded by a team of
industry veterans that are well known for introducing disruptive innovations,
leveraging a collective experience of 100+ years in this industry.
9EDGE is a results driven organization dedicated to our clients and
employees. Our unique approach and problem solving skills, backed by our
Results Oriented Methodologies (ROM) and our distinctively formulated
EDGE Offerings ensures a steadfast commitment to our clients to complete
our assignments successfully in a timely and cost effective manner.
Our Business Consulting division which is independent to our ERP practice
provides unbiased professional services to our esteemed client in selecting
the best business solutions for their business.
9EDGE’s expertise extends to numerous industries, in particular those
Together, we have the EDGE

TM

covering financial, distribution and manufacturing organizations of all sizes.
For more information, please visit our website www.9EDGE.co

www.9EDGE.co

Together, we have the EDGETM

